more considerate next time.
Signed,
Sherry L., 17

Dear Young Ohio,

My parents are always griping about costs. Well, I have a gripe, too. How about rock concert prices?

Not so long ago you could get a ticket for maybe $4 or $5. Now we have to pay $7 for a David Bowie show and $7 for the World Series of Rock and $8 at the gate.

O.K., for the World Series you get a whole bunch of stars so they average out. But I'm complaining because this is a trend and I think it's going to get worse.

Where are teen-agers supposed to get all that bread?

Signed,
Mary T.
Lakewood

Thanks for your Z.Z. Top-Rush-Locomotiv GT review. I'm so glad that a newspaper gets to these shows. But you were off base. Rush was really the top at that show. Just wait and see how they grow in popularity!

J. Schaeffer, 19
Euclid

East Wind bass player Bob Zabo will be on hand at the Pigeon Trails Festival Sept. 2.